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Chapter 4 
Results 

 

4.1 Children’s use of request reformulation 

The data collected includes 23 reformulation sequences in 3-year-old H and his 

mother’s interaction and 56 request reformulation sequences in 6-year-old J and his 

mother’s interaction. Reformulation sequences are presented in terms of tokens of 

reformulations in each sequence, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Tokens of reformulations in each reformulation sequence  

Tokens of reformulations H (3;6) J (6; 0) 
 times   % times % 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9~10 

11 

12 

13~22 

23 

11 

 4 

 2 

2 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

47.8 

17.4 

8.7 

8.7 

0 

0 

4.3 

4.3 

0 

0 

4.3 

0 

4.3 

19 

14 

9 

3 

5 

5 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

33.9 

25.0 

16.1 

5.4 

8.9 

8.9 

0 

0 

0 

1.8 

0 

0 

0 

Total     23         99.8      56        100   

Means of reformulation 3.61 2.64 
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As shown in Table 1, both children mostly make one reformulation to gain the 

compliance. Furthermore, on the average, 3-year-old H initiated 3.61 request 

reformulations in a reformulation sequence, while 6-year-old J initiated 2.64 request 

reformulations in a sequence. Concerning the maximum tokens of reformulations in a 

sequence, H made 23 reformulations at most, while J initiated 11 reformulations. 

Based on the results of the average and maximum tokens of reformulations in a 

sequence, the younger child initiated more reformulations than the older child. Further 

analysis will be conducted to examine the results in terms of their use of 

reformulation strategies.  

Request reformulations are classified into five strategies. The use of 

reformulation strategies are analyzed in terms of the distribution in a reformulation 

sequence. The frequency and distribution of reformulation strategies are shown in 

Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 and Table 3 exhibit the findings of H (3; 6) and J (6; 0), 

respectively.  
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Table 2. The frequency and distribution of reformulation strategies  

H (3;6) Single1 First Middle Final 

 Token % Token % Token % Token % 

Aggravation  5 45.5 6 50.0 26 54.2 7 58.3 

Explanation  1 9.1 5 41.7 21 43.8 4 33.3 

Bargain 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8.3 

Mitigation  0 0 0 0 1 2.0 0 0 

Clarification  5 45.5 1 8.3 0 0 0 0 

Total 11 100.1 12 100 48 100 12 99.9 

 

Table 3. The frequency and distribution of reformulation strategies  

J (6;0) Single First Middle Final 

 Token % Token % Token % Token % 

Aggravation  9 47.4 17 45.9 19 31.7 15 40.5 

Explanation  5 26.3 8 21.6 23 38.3 10 27.0 

Bargain 1 5.3 4 10.8 10 16.7 8 21.6 

Mitigation 3 15.8 3 8.1 8 13.3 4 10.8 

Clarification 1 5.3 5 13.7 0 0 0 0 

Total 19 100.1 37 100.1 60 100 37 99.9 

Tables 2 and 3 revealed that both children mainly applied aggravation and 

explanation to reformulate unsuccessful requests. Clarification is frequently used at 

the beginning of reformulation sequences in both children’s interaction. With regard 

to mitigation and bargain, H rarely adopted these two strategies, while J showed better 

                                                 
1 Single reformulation refers to sequences containing only one reformulation. 
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mastery of the two strategies. In short, the younger child relied heavily on fewer types 

of reformulation strategies, while the older child could use various types of 

reformulation strategies. The results suggested that children would increase the 

variety of reformulation strategies with age, which is consistent with Clark and 

Delia’s (1976) study that older children have ability to use variety of strategies than 

younger children.  

In general, 3-year-old H used limited types of reformulation strategies, while 

6-year-old J applied more various types of strategies. However, the findings in Table 1 

showed that H averagely initiated more numbers of reformulations in a sequence than 

J. Comparing the findings of reformulation types and reformulation tokens, we found 

that H’s sequences contain more tokens but limited types of reformulation strategies 

and that J is able to use more variety of strategies but fewer tokens of reformulations 

to obtain the compliance from his mother.   

The results in Table 2 and Table 3 suggest that children decreased the use of 

aggravation and increased the use of mitigation and bargain with age. The findings are 

in line with many previous studies that children would increase the reliance on 

mitigated devices and offer of benefits as they become mature (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 

1984; McTear, 1985; Weiss & Sachs, 1991).  

Furthermore, the main language devices of each strategy that are applied by the 
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children are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 as below. 

Table 4. Language devices of each reformulation strategy used by H 

Aggravation Repetition: 95%; Substitution 5% 

explanation Speaker-oriented explanation: 61%; non-speaker-oriented 

explanation: 39%  

bargain Giving compromise: 100% 

mitigation Hedge: 100% 

Clarification  Repetition: 100% 

 

Table 5. Language devices of each reformulation strategy used by J 

Aggravation Repetition: 70%; substitution: 9%; lexical items: 11% sentence final 

particle: 9% 

explanation Speaker-oriented explanation: 46%; non-speaker-oriented 

explanation: 54%  

bargain Giving compromise: 78%; offer benefits: 22% 

mitigation Hedge: 50%; substitution:19%; sentence final particle 31% 

Clarification  Repetition: 100% 

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, H and J relied heavily on repetition to apply 

aggravation. In addition, compared with H, J used substitution, sentence final particle 
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and aggravated lexical items. As for explanation, H preferred to offer speaker-oriented 

explanation, while J provided more non-speaker-oriented explanation. With regard to 

bargain, mitigation and clarification, they are less frequently used by H. Each strategy 

is employed by only one language device, respectively. On the other hand, J appeared 

to employ a variety of language device to employ mitigation and bargain. As for 

clarification, J is inclined to use repetition as H. Our results revealed that, to handle 

the failure of gaining compliance, the younger child appeared to have restricted 

repertoire of langue devices, while the older child seems to be more able to use 

various language means. The findings imply that children would gradually have 

sophisticated and various linguistic devices to apply reformulation strategies with the 

increase of age.  

   The quantitative analysis provides the general patterns of the two children’s use of 

request reformulations and the distribution of reformulation strategies. We would 

further qualitatively analyze their use of request reformulations. In addition, we 

further aim to explore how children’s use of reformulation strategies reveals their 

ability to take the perspectives of others. 

4.1.1 Aggravation 

Aggravation is the dominant reformulation strategy in both children’s sequences 

of reformulation. Furthermore, the two children applied aggravation mainly via 
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repetition of an original request, especially 3-year-old H (See Tables 4 and 5, pp. 40). 

By contrast, 6-year-old J showed more ability to adopt other aggravated devices to 

reformulate request. Example (1) presented H relied extensively on repetition to 

handle all rejections. Example (1) is extracted from a sequence containing 23 

reformulations, in which great amount of repetition is used to employ aggravation 

(17/23; 74%).  

(1) H is talking to his mother  

  1. H:  媽 # 媽媽 # 媽媽. 
2. H:  還要看 [% H wants to watch DVD]. 
3. M:  不要看了啦. 
4. M:  我們來講故事好了. 

 5. H:  還要再看一次. 
6. M:  H. 
7. M:  你今天 <在學> [//] 那個. 
8. M:  在公司已經看了好多次了. 

 9. H:  可是還要看. 
10. M:  H. 

 11. H:  還要看. 
12. M:  你已經看很多遍了. 
13. M:  你還要 +/. 

 14. H:  還要在看. 
15. M:  不准. 

 16. H:  要. 
17. M:  不准. 

 18. H:  要. 
H:  Mom # mommy # mommy. 
H:  I still want to watch it [% H wants to watch DVD]. 
M:  Don’t watch it. 
M:  How about reading storybooks. 
H:  I still want to watch it. 
M:  H. 
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M:  You…at school…today. 
M:  You watched it many times in the office 
H:  But I still want to watch.  
M:  H. 
H:  I still want to watch. 
M:  You have watched it many times. 
M:  You still want to watch +/. 
H:  I still want to watch. 
M:  no way. 
H:  I want it. 
M:  no way. 
H:  I want it. 

 

H used a want statement to request his mother to let him watch DVD (i.e. Line 1). 

When facing various types of negative responses, such as a suggestion of an 

alternative activity, reasons for rejection and forbiddance, he all used repetition to 

reply. The phenomenon shows that H’s main device of aggravation is repetition, 

which supports many researchers’ claims that younger children primarily used 

repetition to make reformulations for failed request (Clark and Delia, 1976; Levin and 

Rubin, 1984; McTear, 1985).  

Example (2) showed that 6-year-old J adopted imperatives to substitute for a hint. 

Applying a less indirect request type could facilitate J to show his eagerness of the 

original request when he faced successive failure.  

  (2) J is eating dinner and watching TV 
1. J:  ###  媽媽太小聲了我都聽不到. 
2. J:  媽媽. 
3. J:  媽媽. 

  4. J:  太小聲了我 <聽不到> [>] . 
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5. M:  <不要> [<] [% MUM 意思是他不會將電視轉大聲] . 
6. M:  那你要先吃. 
7. M:  <你再吃到> [>] 剩一口我就給你轉大聲. 
8. J:  <xxx> [<] . 

  9. J:  媽 -: 不要剩一口啦! 
10. %com: J 停止咬食物然後看電視. 
11. M:  你嘴巴停掉了喔. 
12. J:  0 [% chewing]. 

 13. J:  媽媽快點轉大聲啦 -: . 
14. J:  媽媽. 
15. J:  媽媽 -: . 
16. J:  ### 媽媽 [% say it even louder] . 

 17. J:  轉大聲啦! 
18. M:  好哇. 
19. M:  那你趕快先吃一口呀. 
20. M:  你看 # 廣告了. 

 21. J:  轉大聲 [//] 廣告轉. 
   

  J:  ###  Mom, the volume is too lower so that I cannot hear it. 
J:  Mom. 
J:  Mom. 

   J:  It’s too lower so that I cannot hear it. 
  M:  No. [% M did not want to turn up the volume of TV] . 
   M:  You have to eat dinner first. 
   M:  I do not turn it up until you remain the last mouthful of rice. 
   J:  xxx. 

   J:  Mom, Don’t remain the last mouthful of rice 
  %com: J stopped eating and started to watch TV. 

M:  Your mouth stopped. 
   J:  0 [% chewing]. 
  J:  Mom, turn it up quickly.  
   J:  Mom. 
   J:  Mom. 
   J:  ### Mom [% say it even louder]. 

   J:  Turn it up! 
M:  Ok 
M:  Eat one mouthful of food firstly. 

   M:  Look # commercial time. 
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.  J:  Turn it up. 

 

Line 1 indicated that J used a statement to request his mother to turn up the 

volume of TV indirectly, and thus the original request is counted as hint. From Lines 4 

to 10, he firstly repeated the statements and then he attempted to bargain with his 

mother over the conditions under which she is willing to carry out the request. 

However, he received serial failure of achieving the goal. Consequently, he adopted an 

imperative (mama) zhuan da sheng ‘(mom), turn up the volume’ to reinitiate requests 

(see Lines, 13, 17 and 21). Compared with the original request hint, an imperative is a 

relatively direct request type (Leech, 1983); therefore, the imperatives are counted as 

aggravations. An imperative intrinsically marks the illocutionary force of the request 

explicitly and thus it could help J express the intent of the request directly and 

transparently. In addition, Blum-Kulka (1987) proposed that a comparatively direct 

request could express the force of request more explicitly. As a result, he could clearly 

show his eagerness for his own request through sequential applications of 

aggravation.   

In addition, serial rejections may annoy J, and he may thus resort to aggravation 

to express his anger, as McTear (1985) pointed out that children would apply 

aggravated reinitiation of request to indicate their annoyance about the failure of a 

request.  
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Aggravation is a predominant strategy of reformulation in both children’s 

reformulation sequences. The children adopted aggravation to show their insistence 

on their intent and express their annoyance at the failure to gain compliance. 

Concerning the development of perspective-taking ability, aggravation implied that 

they imposed more costs and burden upon their mothers; in other words, they 

appeared to overlook their mother’s costs. The finding suggests that they may put 

focus on their own wishes and they may have less ability to be conscious that the 

request would offend the hearer and impose costs on the hearer. Therefore,we suggest 

that they tended to view the request from their own perspectives. Although both 

children relied on aggravation, the results showed a decrease on the use of 

aggravation as children get older. It implies that children may gradually decenter their 

viewpoints with the growth of age.  

4.1.2 Explanation 

The results indicated that both children tended to provide explanation for a failed 

request. We further found that 3-year-old H used considerable number of 

speaker-oriented explanation (See Tables 4 and 5, pp. 40). It may imply that he is 

more likely to view his own wishes and needs as reasons to account for his failed 

request. The phenomenon is observed in Example (3).  

(3) H and his mother are chatting in the living room 
     1. H:  媽咪幫我 <拿> [//] 把 <這個> [= DVD] 打開一下. 
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2. %sit: H 拿著 DVD 走向 M. 
3. M:  打開來幹什麼呢? 

 4. H:  因為呢我要 <那個> [= DVD ] +/. 
5. M:  你晚上不能看哪. 
6. M:  因為你剛剛已經看 <比非> [= 影片名稱] 啦. 

 7. H:  可是我只是想拿 DVD. 
 
H:  Mommy, help me to open it 
%sit:  H brought DVD to his mother  

    M:  Why do you want to open it? 
 H:  Because I want <that> [= DVD] +/. 

  M:  You cannot watch it in the evening. 
  M:  Because you just watched <Biffy> [= name of the film]. 
  H:  But I just want to take DVD. 

 

In Line 1, H asked his mother to open the box of DVD with an imperative. Line 

3 showed that his mother queried his request by asking why he wanted to open the 

box. In Line 4, he took his desires as reasons for the request to answer the query. 

When facing his mother’s reasons for rejection, H explained that he only wanted to 

take the DVD instead of watching it. (See Lines 5 to 7) The explanation in Lines 4 

and 7 revealed that H appeared to treat his needs or interest as the reasons for his 

request, as Gordon and Ervin-Tripp (1984) pointed out that children would take their 

own feelings, desires, and needs as reasons for their requests. In other words, H 

tended to respond to his mother’s negative responses from his own perspective, as 

McTear (1985) proposed that younger children are more likely to stress their wishes 

when making up for a failed request. The notable point is that the disjunctive 

conjunction keshi ‘but’ at the beginning of Line 7 may imply that he may be able to 
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understand his mother’s arguments but he may still care more about his wants or likes. 

In terms of perspective-taking ability, the emphasis on his own wishes revealed that 

he appeared to view his request and react to the counterarguments from his 

viewpoints.  

By contrast, 6-year-old J has better ability to provide non-speaker-oriented 

reasons for his request, which suggests that he may be more able to compensate for 

the failed request outside from his own standpoint. Example (4) demonstrated that J 

resorted to social norms to rationalize the request; Example (5) showed that he 

provided hearer-oriented explanation to account for the unsuccessful request.  

(4) J and his mother are playing cards  
   1. J:  你發. 

2. M:  喂你很 +... 
3. J:  喂 -: . 

 4. J:  你輸了耶. 
 5. J:  輸的要發. 

 
J:  Deal cards. 
M:  hei, you +... 
J:  hei -: . 
J:  You lose the game. 
J:  The loser should deal cards. 

 

J requested his mother to deal the cards with an imperative (i.e. Line 1). Line 2 

indicated that his mother appeared to be annoyed with the request. To respond to his 

mother’s annoyance, he explained that his mother was owed to do the action because 

the rule of game stipulated that the loser should deal cards (see Lines 4 and 5). He 
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used the social regulation to emphasize his mother’s obligation to do the requested 

action. As a result, the explanation also functioned to justify that the request is made 

due to the social norms instead of his desires.   

       (5) J and his mother are playing cards 

1. J: 喂 -: 你要出 [/] 你要看一下這下面. 
2. M: 為什麼我要看? 
3. M: 我不用看呀. 
4. M: 我隨便出一張就好. 

 5. J: +^ 不行 # 那你會輸. 
 

J: ei, you …you have to check the card. 
M: Why do I have to watch it? 
M: I do not have to do it. 
M: I like to play cards at will. 
J: +^ you cannot, or you will lose the game. 

The child asked his mother to check the card with an imperative (i.e. Line1). 

Lines 2 to 4 indicated that his mother did not consider there was the necessity for 

complying with the request. In Line 6, J expressed that his mother would lose the 

game, which demonstrated that J realized that his mother felt no necessity for carrying 

out the action, and thus he stressed the necessity of doing the action. Additionally, this 

argument indicated that his mother’s non-compliance would cause damage to her, 

which revealed that he attempted to highlight the benefits to her.  

Examples (4) and (5) demonstrated that J did not focus on himself restrictedly. 

Instead, J is possibly able to infer his mother’s reasons for non-compliance and to 

react to the counterarguments outside from his own perspectives. The results suggest 
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that J may be able to take his mother’s opinions into consideration and he tried to 

provide the non-speaker-oriented explanations to diminish the disagreement and to 

convince his mother.  

  The quantitative results revealed that both children relied on explanations in the 

reformulation sequences. It is further observed that the younger child is more likely to 

take his wishes as the reasons to justify the request. On the other side, the older child 

showed better ability to consider his mother’s arguments and to provide 

non-speaker-oriented explanations. The finding implies that the younger child 

preferred to highlight his desires while the older child is more able to adjust his 

arguments to the interlocutor’s negative responses. In other words, as they grow older, 

children would develop the ability to take the hearer’s counterarguments into account 

and to select proper strategies to compensate for an unsuccessful request. Our finding 

lends its support to Levin and Rubin’s (1984) claims that older children appeared to 

be more able to interpret their interlocutors’ reasons for rejection, and thus they could 

employ appropriate strategies to solve the counterarguments in the process of 

reformulation.    

4.1.3 Bargain 

The results revealed that 3-year-old H rarely adopted bargain to obtain his 

mother’s compliance and 6-year-old J more frequently bargained with his mother 
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about the request. Through bargain, J and his mother would come to a compromise 

about the request itself at the end of reformulation sequence. Such situation is 

observed in Example (6).  

(6) J and his mother are playing cards. 
1. J:  我贏了啦! 
2. J:  再玩一次. 
3. M:  不玩了. 
4. J:  喔你說玩三次的. 
5. M:  好那最後一次. 

 6. J:  沒有. 
 7. J:  加一次. 

8. M:  喔最後兩次 [% laughs] . 
 

J:  I won! 
J:  Play it one more time. 
M:  No. 
J:  You told that we will play three times of the game. 
M:  Ok, it’s last time. 
J:  No. 
J:  Add once. 
M:  Ok, last two times [% laughs] . 

 

Line 2 shows that J requested his mother to play the game once again with an 

imperative. His mother directly rejected the request in Line 3. In Line 4, J explained 

that his mother had promised to play the game three times. From Line 5 to Line 8, he 

tried to bargain with his mother on the request itself, that is, the times of playing the 

game. When facing his mother’s opinion zhuihuo yici ‘play the game last time’ (i.e. 

Line 5), he first expressed meiyou ‘no’ to reject his mother’s suggestion and then he 

stated jia yici ‘add one more time’ (See Lines 6 and 7). J applied bargain to gain the 
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agreement; as a result, his request could be carried out as he desired at the end of the 

reformulation sequence.     

In addition to applying bargain via compromise, Example (7) illustrated that J 

provided benefits to his mother in the process of bargain.     

 (7) J and his mother are playing cards 

1. J:  快點 [% J asks his mother to play cards at once]. 
2. M:  你把那杯端過去給 <哥哥> [= the observer] 喝. 
3. M:  唉唷 # 你玩別的啦. 

 4. J:  我讓你贏啊. 
5. J:  你看你那麼 +/. 

 6. J:  我 # 讓你 # 一條命. 
 

J:  Hurry up [% J asks his mother to play cards at once]. 
M:  Take the cup of tea to <Uncle> [= the observer] . 
M:  hei! Why don’t you play other games? 
J:  I will let you win. 
J:  Look, you+/. 
J:  I will yield to you. 

 

J firstly hurried his mother to play cards with an imperative (i.e. Line 1). Line 3 

showed that his mother provided an alternative game to reject him. In Line 4, he 

employed bargain to provide benefits to his mother; that is, he would let his mother 

win the game. Line 7 indicated that J further specified what benefits he offered. 

Bargain in Lines 4 and 7 revealed that J may be aware that his mother was not 

interested in playing cards and thus, to appeal to his mother, J attempted to increase 

benefits to his mother to appeal to his mother. The phenomenon revealed that J is 
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possibly able to pay attention to his mother’s interest and likes, as Shatz et al. (1983) 

suggested that children at age of 3 years and 6 months would become increasingly 

aware of the other’s interests.  

Examples (6) and (7) showed that 6-year-old J appeared to be able to infer that 

his mother’s non-compliance may be due to her annoyance about the request or her 

lack of the interest in it. Therefore, he tended to offer benefits and compromises to 

remove the possible reasons for the non-compliance. In addition, the use of bargain 

also implied that he is able to take his mother’s advantages and thoughts into account 

when making reformulation. The results are consistent with Axia’s (1996) claim that 

six-year-old children tended to bargain on his wants because they tended to get 

control over the hearer but they took the hearer’s objections into consideration. 

Through bargain, J and his mother could reach a compromise on the request at the end 

of reformulation sequence. 

 Compared with 6-year-old J, 3-year-old H seldom employed bargain to persuade 

his mother. Axia (1996) found that 4-year-old children preferred to dominate over the 

hearer and they did not tend to take the hearer’s reactions into consideration. 

According to her findings, the less sufficient ability to take the hearer’s opinions into 

consideration may account for that H seldom used bargain.  
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4.1.4 Mitigation  

Both children less frequently applied mitigation; however, the quantitative results 

showed that children increased the use of mitigation with age. Example (8) 

demonstrated that 6-year-old J adopted mitigation to soften the force of a request and 

to show his deference in the process of reformulation sequence.  

  (8) J and his mother are playing cards 
1. J:  最後一次 [% ask M to play cards with him once more ]. 
2. M:  不要. 

 3. J:  最後一次拜託 -: 啦. 
4. M:  不行. 

 5. J:  拜 -: 託. 
  6. J:  那我們玩 # 比大. 
 

J:  Last time [% ask M to play cards with him once more]. 
M:  No way. 
J:  Last time, please. 
M:  No way. 
J:  Please. 

   J:  How about drawing cards and the higher one wins.   

 

J used an imperative to request his mother to play the game once more (i.e. Line 1) 

and then he received the simple refusal buyao ‘no’ in Line 2. Lines 3 and 5 indicate 

that he used the politeness form baituo ‘please.’ Politeness forms could show 

deference to the hearer and to bid for the cooperative behaviors (Blum-Kulka, 1989; 

Li, 1989; Hsiao, 1999). Therefore, he appeared to use politeness formulaic forms to 

seek the compliance. Furthermore, politeness formulas belong to hedges (Blum-Kulka, 

1989), and thus it intrinsically serves as a mitigated device to diminish the imposition 
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on the hearer. As a result, it may make his mother feel better and less burdened about 

the request.  

In the process of a request reformulation sequence, the disagreement on the 

request may bring discords and even conflicts between the requester and the requestee. 

Mitigation functions to lighten the force of a request or to show J’s deference to his 

mother. In terms of the perspective-taking ability, the use of mitigation indicated that 

he may be aware to the cost imposed upon his mother and her different viewpoints on 

the request, and thus he applied mitigation to decrease the disagreement and to 

achieve the concord.  

 The quantitative results revealed that the two children less frequently used 

mitigation to remedy an unsuccessful request. The possible reason for the 

phenomenon is that mitigation may be less effective to accomplish the goal of request 

in the child-adult conversation, as Gordon and Ervin-Tripp (1984) found that polite 

request forms were the least successful in obtaining compliance. In other words, 

intensifying the politeness of the request did not have significant advantages when 

children request adults. Therefore, the ineffectiveness may account for that children 

did not rely on mitigation to gain the compliance. Although mitigation may be 

inefficient strategy, J used it more frequently than H. The phenomenon may show that    

J may have more awareness of the social status between him and his mother; as a 
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result, he may attempt to show politeness via mitigation. Therefore, we suggest that 

children would increase the use of mitigation with age. The finding is partially line 

with Weiss and Sachs’s (1991) findings that children would increase the use of 

politeness markers to persuade others as they become older. Regarding to the 

development of perspective-taking ability, the increase on mitigation implies that 

children become increasingly sensitive to the hearer’s different perspectives on the 

request and costs of request. 

4.1.5 Clarification  

 The findings indicated that clarification frequently occurred at the beginning of 

both children’s reformulation sequences, especially 3-year-old H. H’s mother tended 

to provide minimal form of clarification request marker, such as what and huh, which 

indicated that H failed to transmit his request. The phenomenon caused H’s obstacles 

to achieving request; consequently, H was inclined to use clarification to solve his 

mother’s clarification request through repetition as shown in Example (9).   

 (9) H wants to watch TV 
 

1. H: 啊 # 我 想 現在 <開始> [= 準備看電視]. 
2. M: 嗯? 
3. H: 我 想 現在 開始 
 

H: ah, I want to start to watch TV right now. 
M: huh? 
H: I want to start right now. 

In Line 1, H made a request with a want statement. He did not explicitly express 
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what he requested for. Therefore, his mother gave a clarification request eh ‘huh’ to 

show that she did not realize his intent of request (i.e. Line 2). H’s unclear expression 

of request caused the failure of message transmission. Line 3 indicated that he 

resorted to repetition to mend the breakdown of communication.  

 It is found that his failure to gain the compliance mostly resulted from the failure 

to transmit the request. He was apt to use repetition to satisfy the clarification request 

as McTear (1985) suggested that children aged three to four have developed the 

ability to repair the breakdown of communication via repetition.  

4.1.6 Summary 

Aggravation and explanation are two dominant reformulation strategies in 

sequences of both children’s request reformulation. Aggravation mainly functions to 

highlight the will of the request; in addition, 3-year-old H resorted extensively to 

repetition to intensify the force of request. By contrast, 6-year-old J showed better 

ability to use other aggravated devices to express his eagerness for the request after 

receiving serial failure of gaining the compliance. Explanation serves as a main 

strategy in the middle of request reformulation sequences. The noteworthy 

observation is that 3-year-old H is more likely to provide speaker-oriented 

explanations for unsuccessful requests while 6-year-old J appeared to be more able to 

adapt his arguments to the hearer’s reaction and thus he was more able to provide 
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non-speaker-oriented explanations. H less frequently adopted bargain while J used 

more bargain at the end of reformulation sequence. He applied bargain to achieve the 

compromise on the request, and they therefore could reach an agreement at the end of 

a reformulation sequence. Finally, with the growth of age, children used mitigation 

increasingly, which showed that they may grow ability to make good use of mitigation 

to lighten the cost of request and create a good interaction.  

In sum, children would expand their repertories of reformulation strategies with 

the growth of age. In addition, 3-year-old H concentrated more on his own needs and 

thus he tended to stress his desires via aggravation and speaker-oriented explanation. 

By contrast, 6-year-old J could use more non-speaker explanations and bargains to 

create reciprocal benefits in the process of reformulation sequences, which supported 

Gordon and Ervin-Tripp’s (1984) and McTear’s (1985) claims that children would 

increasingly be aware of the costs placed on the hearers and then they would attempt 

to offer benefits to the hearer or to accomplish the reciprocal states in reformulation 

sequences.  

4.2 Sequences of request reformulation 

Section 4.1 focused on investigating children’s application of reformulation 

strategies and the distribution of reformulation strategies. The use of reformulation 

strategies may be influenced by many contextual factors. Among contextual factors, 
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an original request and the hearer’s non-compliant responses may play a determinant 

role in the adoption of reformulation strategies. In this section, we aim to investigate 

the influence of an original request and non-compliant responses and to find out the 

patterns of reformulation sequences.  

The results in section 4.1 showed that single-reformulation sequence is the most 

prevalent sequence in both dyads of mother-child conversation and thus we focused 

mainly on investigating the patterns of single-reformulation sequences. In addition to 

single reformulation sequences, it is further found some prevalent two-reformulation 

sequences in J and his mother’s conversation and the findings are discussed in section 

4.2.2. Finally, in section 4.2.3, the two children’s sequences would be compared and 

then discussed in terms of the hearer’s non-compliant responses and the types of 

reformulation strategies. 

4.2.1 Sequences of single request reformulation 

Reformulation sequences of the two children would be discussed separately. 

3-year-old H’s patterns of single-reformulation sequences would be analyzed in 

section 4.2.1.1. 6-year-old J’s single-reformulation sequences are discussed in section 

4.2.1.2.  
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4.2.1.1  3-year-old H’s single-reformulation sequences   

There are three prevalent types2 of single reformulation sequences in the H and 

his mother’s interaction. They are imperative—ignorance—aggravation, 

imperative—delayed tactics—aggravation, and want statement—clarification 

request—clarification. The three sequences of single reformulation are shown in 

figure 2.  

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
Figure 2. 3-year-old H’s single-reformulation sequences  
 

As shown in Figure 2, H’s imperative would frequently cause his mother’s 

ignorance and delayed tactics3. When encountering the ignorance or delayed tactics, H 

is apt to use aggravation to intensify the force of request. As for want statement, it is 

frequently responded by his mother’s clarification request. Subsequently, he relied on 

                                                 
2 The proportion of imperative-delayed tactics-aggravation and imperative-ignorance-aggravation 
amount to about 50% of sequences mending imperative and that of want statement-clarification 
request-clarification takes up 60% of sequences remedying failed want statement.  
3 According to McTear (1975), delayed tactics means that the hearer gives positive responses such as 
ok or yes but does not carry out the requested action. 
 

M: clarification request  

C: want statement 

C: clarification 

M: compliance 

C: imperative 

M: ignorance 

C: aggravation 

M: compliance 

M: delayed tactics 
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clarification to solve the clarification request. 

Firstly, the sequence imperative—delayed tactics—aggravation is exhibited in 

Example (10). H’s mother tended to express delayed tactics to postpone the 

fulfillment of his imperative. When H detected that his request is not carried out 

immediately, he mainly resorted to aggravation to urge his mother to do the requested 

action.   

(10) H is going to eat dinner. 
1. H:  餵 我 # 吃. 
2. M:  好. 
 %com: M 沒有餵 H 吃飯  

 3. H:  餵 我 吃. 
 
H:  Feed me. 
M:  OK. 
%com: M is not feeding H immediately 
H:  Feed me. 

H asked his mother to feed him with an imperative (i.e. Line 1). Line 2 indicated 

that his mother said hao ‘ok’ to respond but she did not do the action immediately and 

thus hao ‘OK’ is viewed as delayed tactics. When he was aware that his mother did 

not perform the action, he subsequently applied aggravation via repetition in Line 3. 

Aggravation intrinsically has the function to strengthen the force of request and thus it 

could highlight H’s eagerness for his needs. Through intensifying his insistence on the 

request, the aggravation may serve to push his mother to carry out the request at once. 

 H’s imperative frequently received his mother’s ignorance and delayed tactics, as 
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presented in Figure 2. The two responses signaled that his mother may pay less 

attention to the imperatives and thus she postponed doing the requested action or even 

ignored the request. As a result, via aggravation, H intensified the force of request to 

draw his mother’s attention to the request and force his mother to do the action.  

The sequence want statement—clarification request—clarification indicated that 

H’s want statement frequently failed since his mother may not successfully receive or 

understand the request. Subsequently, H applied clarification to solve his mother’s 

clarification request, as shown in Example (11). 

(11) H wants to play the toy car. 

     1. H:  媽咪我要拿 <那個> [= 指玩具車]. 
2. M:  啊? 

 3. H:  拿那個 [=! pointing]. 
 

         H:  Mommy, I want to take <that> [= a toy car]. 
M:  uh? 
H:  Take that. 

H firstly stated that he wanted to take a toy car without specifying what he wanted by 

pointing (i.e. Line 1). In Line 2, his mother provided a clarification request, which 

indicated that she failed to receive or understand what he requested for. With the aids 

of pointing, he partially repeated the original want statement to fulfill the clarification 

request (i.e. Line 3).   

H’s mother’s clarification request signaled that the failure of want statement 

possibly resulted from the communicative breakdown. In H and his mother’s 
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conversation, it is usually found that H’s mother simultaneously engaged in the 

conversation with others, such as talking on the phone. The phenomenon indicates 

that she did not put all of her attention to H. As a result, she cannot successfully grasp 

the request at once when H initiated it. Accordingly, H tended to provide clarification 

to satisfy the clarification request. In addition, repetition also has the function to 

emphasize the intent of request, and thus it could facilitate H to draw his mother’s 

attention to the request.    

In sum, H’s mother negative responses indicated that H’s most obstacle to obtain 

compliance is his mother’s inattention or ignorance. As a result, H tended to adopt 

aggravation to emphasize his request; in this way, he could attract his mother’s 

attention to the request and then prompt her to carry out the action. In addition, his 

mother’s inattention may possibly cause the breakdown of communication. Therefore, 

H intended to adopt clarification to repair the communicational breakdown. 

4.2.1.2  6-year-old J’s single-reformulation sequences 

In J and his mother’s interaction, we found three prevalent types4 of single 

reformulation sequences, including imperative—query—explanation, imperative—

reasons for rejection—aggravation and want statement—simple refusal—aggravation. 

                                                 
4 The proportion of imperative-query-explanation and imperative-reason for rejection-aggravation 
amounts above 60% of sequence that remedy failed imperative; the proportion of want 
statement-simple refusal-aggravation amounts 50 % of sequences remedy the failure of want 
statements. 
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The three sequences of single reformulation are shown in Figure 3.  

 

                                              

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. 6-year-old J’s single-reformulation sequences 

The sequence imperative—query—explanation showed that an imperative would 

easily elicit J’ mother’s query; that is, she questioned why she should comply with the 

request. Consequently, J wss inclined to provide explanation to resolve queries, as 

shown in Example (12).  

 (12) J and his mother are playing cards 
1. J:  喂不要出這張. 
2. M:  為什麼? 
3. M:  你管人家. 
4. M:  <人家> [//] 我就要出這個呀   

 5. J:  <那一隻> [//] 這張太爛了耶. 
 

J:  Don’t play that card. 
M:  Why? 
M:  It’s not your business. 

C: imperative C: want statement 

M: query M: reasons for 
rejection 

M: simple refusal 

C: explanation C: aggravation 
C: aggravation 

M: compliance 
M: compliance 
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J:  That…that one sucks. 

 

Line 1 indicated that J asked his mother not to play the card with an imperative. 

His mother firstly questioned why she should comply with him (i.e. Line 2). In Lines 

3 and 4, she further expressed her insistence on her will. Although his mother showed 

her insistence after the query, J still attempted to provide explanation to answer his 

mother’s query (i.e. Line 5). The explanation not only replied to his mother’s question 

but also accounted for why he made the request. 

As shown in Example (12), an imperative is usually expressed independently 

without supportive reasons and thus it would easily prompt J’s mother’s query. The 

query not only questioned the necessity of the compliance but also served as a device 

of rejection. When encountering his mother’s queries, J tended to offer explanation to 

respond to the queries. The possible reason for the phenomenon is that the form of 

query, such as wuishemo ‘why’, may be an explicitly linguistic cue to guide children 

to provide explanations for the original request. In other words, the form of query may 

function to scaffold J to provide reasons for his request. Consequently, with the help 

of his mother’s scaffolding, he was apt to offer explanations to account for his request.  

In the sequence imperative—reasons for rejection—aggravation, J’s mother 

rejected his imperative mainly by providing reasons for rejection. J tended to adopt 

aggravation in reply to his mother’s reasons for request. The phenomenon is observed 
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in Example (13). 

(13) J and his mother are folding color papers.  
1. J:  我跟你換.  

%com:  J 想跟 M 換色紙說明書 
2. M:  喂我也不會摺呀. 
3. M:  我也是看在看後面 <這個> [= 說明書] 呀. 
4. M:  那個後面都一樣. 

 5. J:  我跟你換  
 
J:  Exchange the color papers with mine. 
%com:  J wants to exchange the instruction with his mother 
M:  hei, I cannot fold the papers, either. 
M:  I am also reading to the instruction. 
M:  that’s all the same. 
J:  Exchange the color papers with mine. 

 

Line 1 showed that J requested his mother to exchange the instruction of color 

papers with an imperative. From Line 2 to Line 4, his mother explained that the 

instructions of the color papers are the same. After receiving the reason for rejection, 

he adopted aggravation to strengthen the force of request via repetition.  

When encountering his mother’s reasons for rejection, J tended to use 

aggravation to reply. In Bernicot and Mahrokhian’s (1989) study, after receiving the 

hearer’s first non-compliance, children at the age of six mostly rely on repetition to 

aggravate the force of a request. Therefore, the tendency of using aggravation to solve 

the first rejection may possibly account for this phenomenon that J is more likely to 

adopt aggravation to respond to his mother’s reasons for rejections in single 

reformulation sequences.  
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The sequence, want statement—simple refusal—aggravation, showed that J’s 

want statement appeared to be rejected by direct, simple refusal buxing or buyao ‘no’. 

He responded to the explicit refusal mostly with aggravation, as shown in Example 

(14). 

(14) J’s mother is drinking a cup of tea and J also wanted to drink 
  1. J:  我要加 [//] 我要喝 [% JIN 想要喝茶] . 

2. M:  不要. 
3. M:  我不給你喝. 

 4 J:  我要喝我要+/. 
 

J:  I want to fill…I want to drink [% J wants to drink a cup of tea] . 
M:  no. 
M:  I don’t let you drink. 
J:  I want to drink, I want +/. 

 

J firstly stated his request with a want statement in Line 1. When facing J’s want 

statement, his mother serially rejected the request without stating the reasons for 

rejections (i.e. Lines 2 and 3). Via repetition, he applied aggravation to highlight his 

needs.  

 As observed in Example (14), J’s mother tended to reject a want statement with 

firm, explicit simple refusal which expressed her non-compliant attitude clearly. To 

respond to his mother’s insistence on rejections, J was inclined to use aggravation to 

stress the request through repetition. Want statement intrinsically embedded the 

requester’s needs, and thus it could clearly express the requester’s intent to the hearer. 

Via repetition, J intensified both the meaning of previous utterances and his emotion 
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or attitude (Tsai, 2002). Therefore, with the use of aggravation, he could express his 

insistence.   

4.2.2  6-year-old J’s two-reformulation sequence 

In addition to single-reformulation sequence, there are some two-reformulation 

sequences in 6-year-old J and his mother’s interaction and the proportion of them 

amounts to around 50%. The sequences are presented in Figure 4 as below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Figure 4. 6-year-old J’s two-reformulation sequence  

Figure 4 illustrated that an original request imperative would firstly elicit J’s 

mother’s clarification request. In other words, the failure of imperatives usually 

M: clarification  
request

C: clarification  

M: delayed tactics 

C: aggravation C: aggravation C: explanation 

C: imperative 

M: reasons for 
rejection 

M: Query  
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resulted from the communicative breakdown. Consequently, J firstly offered 

clarification to fulfill his mother’s clarification request. After she realized the intent of 

request, she subsequently gave non-compliance responses to reject the request. The 

negative responses include providing queries, reasons for rejections or delayed tactics. 

J would vary his reformulation strategies with his mother’s different types of rejection. 

Example (15) demonstrated that after his mother’s clarification request was solved at 

the beginning of reformulation sequence, J used aggravation to reply to his mother’s 

delayed tactics  

(15) J is playing toys and his mother is making a kaleidoscope.  
1. J:  媽媽你看我的書櫃. 
2. J:  媽媽. 
3. M:  /ha/ 什麼? 

 4. J:  你看我的書櫃. 
5. M:  對呀. 
6. %com: M 在做萬花筒沒有看書櫃 

 7. J:  媽媽. 
8. M:  喔 -: 排得這麼整齊喔! 

 
J:  Mom, look at my bookshelf. 
J:  Mom. 
M:  huh? what? 
J:  Look at my bookshelf. 
M:  Yes. 
%com: M is making a kaleidoscope and is not looking at the shelf. 
J:  Mom. 
M:  oh! It’s so neat. 

 

J used an imperative to request his mother to look at his bookshelf (i.e. Line 1). 

In Line 3, his mother’s clarification request ha shemo ‘huh, what’ signaled that she did 
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not understand his message immediately. When facing the failure of message 

transmission, he provided clarification to satisfy the clarification request through 

repetition (i.e. Line 4). After grasping his intent of request, his mother gave a delayed 

tactics yes without actual actions to fulfill the request (i.e. Line 5). Thus, he repeated 

only the address term, mama ‘mom’, to attract his mother’s attention to the bookshelf 

(i.e. Line 6). Based on the contextual information, his mother could still understand 

J’s request even though the requested action did not explicitly expressed (Chen, 2003); 

therefore, the address term in Line 6 is taken as a request. In Line 7, his mother’s 

response indicated that she has carried out the action, i.e., looking at the shelf.  

As shown in Example (15), an imperative would easily prompt J’s mother’s 

clarification request, such as shemo ‘what’ and a/ha ‘huh’. The clarification request 

signaled that the communication possibly breakdowned, which causes the first failure 

to obtain compliance. As a result, J firstly ought to repair the communicational 

breakdown at the beginning of reformulation sequences.       

Moreover, Figure 4 revealed that, with query, reasons for rejections and delayed 

tactics, J’s mother showed that her non-compliance after the clarification request is 

satisfied. When dealing with different types of negative responses, J would adapt his 

reformulation strategies to his mother’s responses. Moreover, comparing the 

two-reformulation sequence with one-reformulation sequences in Figure 3, we further 
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found that J consistently offered explanation in reply to his mother’s queries and used 

aggravation to respond to reasons for rejections. In other words, the finding may 

imply that he is able to adjust his reformulation strategies to the types of his mother’s 

negative responses. 

4.2.3 Similarity and differences in children’s reformulation sequences  

In this section, we aim to investigate the similarity and differences in the two 

children’s reformulation sequences in terms of adjacency pairs between the types of 

original request and their mothers’ responses and the adjacency pairs between their 

mothers’ responses and children’s reformulation strategies. 

  Firstly, in view of the relation between an original request and their mothers’ 

responses, both children’s imperatives or want statements easily initiated their 

mothers’ clarification request and ignorance. The two children tended to make a 

request solely without giving pre-request supports or explanations following the 

request. As a result, the mothers appeared to ignore or pay less attention to 

imperatives, which frequently resulted in the failure.     

  The two mothers’ responses revealed the tendency that the two children are 

confronted with different causes of failure to obtain compliance, and thus they have to 

overcome different challenges. H’s mother frequently made clarification request and 

ignored his request. Therefore, what challenges H is to transmit request intent 
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successfully and to urge his mother to take action immediately. As a result, H mostly 

adopted clarification and aggravation in order to highlight the request intent and to 

push his mother to do the requested action. On the other side, J’s mother tended to 

query or provides reasons for rejections, which implied that the challenges that he 

faced are solving the counterarguments and persuading his mother. Therefore, J 

adopted explanation or aggravation to argue his mother’s queries or reasons for 

rejections and to attempt to convince his mother. In sum, the mothers’ responses 

showed that the causes of the two children’s failure of request tended to be different 

and thus the two children’s adoption of reformulation strategies would vary with the 

negative responses that they reacted to. The findings imply that as children’s age goes 

on, the challenges they encounter would become more complicated and that the more 

sophisticated challenges would foster children to develop more mature 

communication skills and ability to solve the obstacles. 

Moreover, it is found that H’s mother’s responses, such as clarification request or 

delayed tactics, are simple and less sophisticated for H to comprehend and to react to. 

By contrast, 6-year-old J’s mother’s responses, such as queries and reasons for 

rejections, are more complicated and thus J may be expected to have more cognitive 

and linguistic competence to comprehend and respond. In other words, maternal 

responses implied that J may be expected to be able to offer reasons to support his 
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own request. Furthermore, J’s mother’s responses may be more able to elicit his 

explanations or supports for request; therefore, the responses may function to scaffold 

him to provide persuasive arguments. In short, the findings of the mothers’ different 

responses showed that their responses would be more complex as children get older. It 

may imply that they are sensitive to the development of their children’s 

communicative competence. Thus, according to the development of their children’s 

language competence, they would give more complicated responses by which they 

show their higher expectation to children’s language performance.  

4.2.4 Summary 

The mothers’ responses revealed that the two children’s unsuccessful requests 

resulted from different troubles in obtaining compliance. The younger child frequently 

faced the communicative breakdown and his mother’s ignorance, while the older child 

encountered his mother’s arguments. The maternal responses seemed have 

determinant influence on children’s adoption of reformulation strategies. As children’s 

age goes on, the maternal responses would become increasingly complex in 

accordance with the development of children’s language competence.     

The sequences suggested that types of an original request and hearers’ negative 

responses play a significant role in the two children’s employment of reformulation 

strategies. With the growth of age, they tend to face more complicated challenges to 
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gain compliance and they showed more ability to manage their reformulation 

strategies. 

 


